DM (Ephesos)
Alright, then can I get a recap?
Amadan
Recap: We ventured deeper into the marsh. Well, we moved laterally, anyway. We found some strange unopenable crypts, save the ones already open, fought some undead, fought some undead crabs at an elven camp, crossed a river, and killed a necromancer I don't think we were supposed to successfully bring down yet. We found Finnar's body inside, and decided to rest inside the crypt for the night.
Kurex
Did we gat an amulet from the body?
Amadan
(Yes. Well, Sawbones did)
Kurex
(Did we examine it?)
Sawbones
(It's the same kind that he teleported with.)
Sawbones
First thing's first, I get my scalpels back from where I threw them.
DM (Ephesos)
You set about readying yourselves, as the brief ray of sunlight you had enjoyed disappears.
Amadan
I wake up, then slowly curl into a fetal position. "Oh... oh ye gods... Never again..."
"Never extending myself like that... again..."
"It's like a hangover my entire body can enjoy..." I stay curled up.
Alexander
In morning's light, Alexander looks around the inside and outside of the crypt for any clues to the necromancer's origins. Then he peers into the surrounding muck for any hints of a path.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Alexander
(Sigh).
Esstra
(This is off to a great start.)
Amadan
(And we're off to an excellent start!)
Alexander
The directionally challenged Alexander strikes again.
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander peers into the muck, and is bitten by a very small bone crab. He takes 1 damage and falls into the muck.
Esstra
I help him up.
Kurex
I sigh
Alexander
"Thank you!"
Kurex
"Amateurs!"
Alexander
"Look who's talking," Alexander retorts.
Esstra
"Well, which direction to we want to head in today?"
Amadan
"Please... don't... yell" I hold my head.
Alexander
"WHY NOT?" Alexander's queries obliviously.
Amadan
Amadan whimpers.
Kurex
"Amadan, what's wrong?"
"Get hit by a sonic blast?"
Sawbones
"He's just sore."
Esstra
"You don't need healing or anything, do you?"
Amadan
I slowly uncurl. "Talhas wasn't kidding..." I right myself. "Overextension is a... oy..."
Kurex
"Oy?"
Amadan
"No, I think I'll be alright." I get up.
Alexander
"Well, the evil we seek must still lie deeper in the swamp...so I guess we should in that general direction..." Alexander pauses. "Uh...whichever way that is..."
Amadan
I wince, then look for a path further into the marsh.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Amadan
(Woo!)
DM (Ephesos)
You think you can spot a few more crypts a ways off to the northeast. Other than that, there are few distinguishing landmarks out here.
Also, you see thick banks of clouds approaching from the east.
Alexander
(Do the clouds just look like normal fog or mists, or is the something suspicious or unnatural about them, or their movement?)
DM (Ephesos)
The clouds look natural.
Amadan
"Great. There's a few more of those unopenable crypts to the northeast."
"Makes me wonder how the necromancer got into... this... one... hang on."
Alexander
"How can you tell they're unopenable?" Alexander looks curious.
Esstra
"Because we haven't been able to open them yet."
Kurex
"Let's head north"
Amadan
I go back to the crypt and search for the panel that's on all the crypts.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Sawbones
"He may have had a key."
DM (Ephesos)
The panel on this crypt is pretty thoroughly smashed-up.
Amadan
"Huh. Shoot the lock?"
Sawbones
"Right, then, let's just smash the next one we find."
Kurex
"I don;t think that worked out so well last time..."
Esstra
"So, shall we go north?"
Alexander
"Yes, north! That's sounds like a great direction! I, um, knew that was the way we should go."
Amadan
"I don't see why not."
Kurex
"North it is"
Sawbones
I snap my goggles into place. "Let's go."
Esstra
I head north.
Kurex
I follow
DM (Ephesos)
You travel north, across a fairly nondescript patch of marsh. (1 move)
Kurex
I look to the north and northeast
DM (Ephesos)
To the northwest, you see trees bordering the water you crossed. To the north and northeast, more open marsh.
(Those are in the immediately adjacent squares.)
Alexander
(Are we following along the east/north edge of the water we crossed last time, or have we travelled east of that?)
Esstra
We're following the water's edge.
Kurex
"Let's go look at those crypts to the east..."
Alexander
"Stupid marsh...someone ought to post signs out here..." Alexander grumbles. "What, crypts? Northeast? Sure."
Esstra
"Agreed." I start walking northeast.
DM (Ephesos)
You bear northeast (2 moves so far), and cross more uninspiring marsh. To the east, you see some crypts.
Alexander
Being his usual paranoid self, Alexander stops to see if the mist earlier has moved suspiciously at all.
DM (Ephesos)
The clouds are still thickening up, and a chill wind accompanies them.
Esstra
We all want to go east, right?
Amadan
Sure.
Alexander
"The black wind blows," Alexander mumbles to himself. "Yes, to the crypts!"
DM (Ephesos)
You head east (3 moves so far), and find a set of three intact crypts.
Kurex
I exame the panels on the crypts.
Alexander
Alexander examines the crypts.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Sawbones
Well, I go up and inspect the crypts, especially the panels and the area around the door. Is there anything more to them that we missed?
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Kurex
And then I attempt to discern any magical field surrounding them or the crypts.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Esstra
I examine the crypts for a way in as well.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
DM (Ephesos)
The crypts appear fairly similar to the others you've seen, and you don't notice anything unusual. There is definitely some sort of magical presence around them, though.
Amadan
And I scout for a direction to go after we finish here.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Amadan
(WOO)
Sawbones
Meh. I push the panel on one of them.
Kurex
A bolt of blue lightning shoots out. The party DIES.
DM (Ephesos)
The panel opens, revealing the same keyhole you saw before.
To the east, you see more ruined crypts. To the south, a thick stand of trees.
A few flakes of snow begin to fall.
Amadan
"Snow...?!"
Kurex
I shiver and wrap my cloak tighter around me
Alexander
"Doc...does it normally snow in the Bloodmarsh?"
DM (Ephesos)
Snow is not unheard of in the swamp, but it's generally something that people avoid.
Given how far into winter it is, it's not really that surprising.
Sawbones
"Yeah, it's common enough. If we get too much, then you guys might want to take shelter."
Alexander
"Perhaps we should scout yonder trees. We could each take a bit of dead wood to carry to build a fire should we need it later," Alexander suggests hopefully.
Esstra
"We'd better find some place to take shelter in, then."
Sawbones
"It can get pretty nasty."
Amadan
"I've got a better idea..."
I point out the structure I saw.
Alexander
"I don't see anything..."
Kurex
"I say we head further east. Aren't there some ruined crypts there?"
"Oh..."
DM (Ephesos)
The rest of you can't see what Amadan is pointing at.
Sawbones
I squint into the distance and lift up my goggles.
"What're you talking about, elf?"
Alexander
Alexander turns round in a circle blinking confusedly.
Amadan
I stare up at the clouds. "It's hard to see now, but there's some sort of large structure to the northeast that looks promising."
"Also, I'm a human. Note the round ears."
Esstra
"Well, lead the way, then."
Kurex
"Is it a phantasmal structure? Perhaps brought on by a hallucination?"
Amadan
I lead the way northeast.
Alexander
"If you're sure..."
Sawbones
(Wait, really? I guess I just turned archer into elf)
Kurex
I sigh and follow
Alexander
"Should we sneak up on it? Just in case there are zombies?"
DM (Ephesos)
Snow begins to fall in earnest as you trudge northeast across more open marsh (4 moves so far).
Sawbones
"I guarantee that it's occupied."
Kurex
"Bring it on."
Sawbones
"If it's inhabitable, anyway."
DM (Ephesos)
There are still more ruined crypts to the south, and there are some to the northeast.
It's getting late, and with the snow falling it's getting hard to see.
Kurex
Kurex scrates at his map with a piece of charcol
Amadan
"Let's get to the crypts ahead and make camp there." I continue leading.
Kurex
"Unless your structre is close, I recommend we head to the crypts to the northeast"
Amadan
"That's the idea."
Alexander
"Yeah, I still don't see it..."
Sawbones
"I'll take watch."
Esstra
I head northeast.
DM (Ephesos)
You approach the ruined crypts, as the last of the daylight begins to fade. Once more, there are a lot of skeletons lying around on the ground.
Kurex
I break up the skeletons
Alexander
(Any of them...recently deceased?)
DM (Ephesos)
Once more, the skeletons highly object to Kurex breaking them up. They rise up and attack.
Kurex
"Dammit!"
DM (Ephesos)
You count nine of them this time.
Alexander
"Ah, skeletons!"
Amadan
I fire Detrimentum on a skeleton.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Kurex
I swear more vehemently this time, and shoot off a Burning Hand at the nearest
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Sawbones
I take the bonesaw and swing for the knees.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Alexander
Alexander gestures wildly as he casts hold undead!
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan handily disintegrates a skeleton's ribcage, scattering it to dust.
Esstra
I hit the nearest one with my hammer.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex's spell, interrupted by the skeleton attacking him, fizzles.
Sawbones slices the legs off of a skeleton, and it crumbles into a pile.
Esstra swings with her hammer, but the skeleton shambles out of the way.
Alexander tries to cast Hold Undead, but he fails to pronounce the targeting syllable correctly. He twitches, and is stunned for a turn, in addition to losing 2 stamina.
Two skeletons claw at Kurex, who takes 4 damage from their attacks.
Two more skeletons converge on Sawbones. One manages to claw at his back for 4 damage, but he dodges the other one.
The skeleton Esstra attacked turns on her, slashing her for 2 damage.
One skeleton attacks Sss-Tkss, who was still readying his sword. He barely dodges out of the way, but drops his sword.
The last skeleton takes advantage of Alexander's mis-cast, and hits him for 4 damage.
Esstra
(When anyone gets low on health, holler at me.)
Amadan
Seeing Alex in distress, I rush over and nail the skeleton with a Detrimentum spell.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Kurex
"Get your stinking claws off me, you damned dirty creatures!" I step back and fire a Burning Hand at the two skeletons attacking me.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Sawbones
I past the skeleton in front of me, flailing at it as I go, and turn to face the one that hit me from behind.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Sawbones
(Sigh.)
Esstra
I try to smash the skeleton again.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
DM (Ephesos)
This time, Esstra successfully smashes a skeleton into powder.
Amadan tries to hit the skeleton near Alexander with a spell, but it misses.
Sawbones lunges at the skeleton that hit him, but misses.
Kurex again fails to connect with Burning Hand.
The two skeletons attacking him manage to connect for 5 damage, pushing him back up against a pile of debris.
Sawbones manages to dodge both of the skeletons menacing him.
Sss-Tkss recovers his sword just in time to parry a skeleton's attack.
The skeleton near Alexander lands another blow for 2 damage, as he snaps out of his stunned state.
(Your turn.)
Sawbones
Smash teh boeny bastirds.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Kurex
"Ufff" I fire another burning hand, expending two Stamina
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Alexander
Sputtering wrathfully, Alexander charges his opponent, sword swinging, and spending a stamina.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Amadan
I get my club and try to smash both skeletons attacking Kurex.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Kurex
(I'm rolling horrible today)
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones brings down another skeleton.
Kurex manages to scorch both skeletons, but they refuse to fall apart just yet.
Alexander, enraged, utterly destroys the skeleton that was attacking him.
Esstra
I attack the nearest skeleton.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan somehow manages to leap into the fray and smash both of the skeletons attacking Kurex, reducing them to their constituent parts.
Esstra swings at a skeleton and misses, as Sss-Tkss finally manages to bring down the one that had attacked him.
Kurex
"Thanks"
Amadan
"No problem."
Alexander
"Fear the mighty zombie hunter!!!" Alexander crows triumphantly.
DM (Ephesos)
The last of the skeletons takes a swing at Sawbones, and misses. You have no trouble ganging up on this last one.
Alexander
The fight over, Alexander turns to his companions. "Hey, doc, priestess-" he pauses to grimace, "I took quite a beating there."
Amadan
"Okay..." I look at all the scattered bones. "Shall I break out the tent?"
DM (Ephesos)
The snow is coming down much more heavily now.
Alexander
(Do we have any material to make a fire? Are any of the crypts open? What happened to the big o'l building none of us could see?)
DM (Ephesos)
There are enough woody plants around to make a fire. All of these crypts are smashed open and in various levels of disrepair.
(And what tower?)
Kurex
I groan in pain. "Healing!"
I collapse dramatically
Sawbones
First Aid on myself.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones heals himself for 3.
Esstra
I cast a healing spell on Alexander.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
DM (Ephesos)
Esstra heals Alexander for 5, avoiding spending a stamina point.
Kurex
(healing?)
Alexander
"Much thanks, milady."
Sawbones
First Aid, Kurex.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Sawbones
"Heh, sure thing, squishy."
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones heals Kurex for 4.
Amadan
I set up the tent and gather some nice sticks to make some arrows.
Alexander
Once healed, Alexander hastily scrambles to collect firewood before the snow buries it all. As he does so, he ask "Should we try using one of these partially ruined crypts for shelter?
Kurex
"May I have some more healing please, sir?"
Sawbones
"That's probably the best plan. Unless we want to push on."
Esstra
I cast a healing spell on Kurex.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
DM (Ephesos)
Esstra heals Kurex for 4, spending one stamina point.
(If you're making arrows, roll for it so I can figure out how many you get.)
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Amadan
"You know, we could just use that tent." I point at the tent.
Alexander
(How warm of tent, and how big of a tent, is it?)
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan starts whittling arrows, and manages to produce 7 workable ones.
The tent is rather flimsy, but it would afford some shelter from the wind.
Granted, so would some of the ruined crypts, but those also have holes in them.
Kurex
"I'm inherently suspicious of a premade, preprepared, and prestructured tent set up in the middle of the marsh, surrounded by skeletons."
Alexander
(But in the crypts, we could build a fire...)
Esstra
"We could set up the tent inside one of the crypts."
Sawbones
"Best of both worlds."
Alexander
"Esstra, you're a genius!"
Amadan
"Um... You know what, I'm not even going to touch that one with a ten-foot pole, Kurex."
"But yes, Esstra's got a good idea." I move the tent to a crypt.
DM (Ephesos)
(You do know he means the tent from the abandoned camp, right?)
Sawbones
(Yeah, we have a tent.)
Kurex
(Oh.)
Alexander
Alexander helps Amadan with the tent.
Amadan
(Well, Kurex was rather out of it at the time.)
Kurex
"THE TENT! THE TENT!"
"OH GOD, THE TENT!"
Sawbones
I kick him in the shin. . .
WITHOUT trying to cause damage.
Kurex
I suddenly snap out of it. "Wait, what?"
"Was I saying something?"
DM (Ephesos)
Soon enough, the tent is set up in one of the ruined crypts. The ceiling has fully caved in, but there's enough room in the rubble for you.
The walls, thankfully, are mostly intact.
Alexander
"Yeah, I think you called the tent a god..."
"I'll take first watch," Alexander volunteers.
Amadan
"I'll take second watch." Amadan offers.
Sawbones
"I already called the first."
Alexander
"Uh...then the north watch! I mean the third one," Alexander flounders.
DM (Ephesos)
Perception rolls from the watchers, please. Preferably in order.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 17 (Perception)
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 17 (Perception)
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 4 (Perception)
Sawbones
(Roll buddies! High-five!)
Amadan
(*high-fives Sawbones*)
DM (Ephesos)
Morning arrives, and the ground is covered with snow. More is still falling.
(Everyone recovers 4 stamina and 2 hp.)
(Everyone but Amadan is now at full health and stamina.)
Alexander
Alexander looks for around the crypt area for any signs of tracks in the snow, or landmarks in the area, like that supposed building...
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Sawbones
Yeah, I inspect one of the crypts as well.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Sawbones
(. . .)
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander finds a handful of copper coins (17, precisely), but other than that, it's just bones.
Alexander
Alexander happily pockets the coins.
Esstra
"Well, Amadan, where are we supposed to go from here to get to that structure you saw?"
Amadan
I look for the structure again to get an exact bearing on its location.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Amadan
"Well..." I look a little less sure of myself. "It was to the northeast of here last time I checked. I suppose the only way to find it is to head northeast."
DM (Ephesos)
None of the rest of you can see the tower either.
Kurex
"You are sure you really saw something, Amadan?"
Sawbones
"Oh, great."
Amadan
"I'd swear I did..."
Alexander
"Well...there's nothing here...and I didn't see anything else. So I guess that works."
Sawbones
"If we're lost, the first thing we should do is try and fins our bearings."
"Heading further in a direction we know nothing about is not how we would do that."
Esstra
"I say we keep going northeast."
Amadan
"I second Esstra. It's not like we have anything better to do."
Kurex
"I agree."
Sawbones
"Fine, I'd survive the rest of you anyways."
DM (Ephesos)
As if on cue, you hear a pair of screams coming from the north.
Esstra
"Or north!" I run north.
Kurex
"Wait for me!" I follow.
Amadan
"Wait! Don't just- Gah!"
Sawbones
Same.
Amadan
I follow, Ricochet bow at the ready.
Alexander
"Let's make haste!" Alexander cries as he charges.
DM (Ephesos)
You see a pair of wretched-looking elves fleeing from a nearby stand of trees.
They are currently fleeing towards you, and a robed figure is chasing them.
The figure looks to be carrying a whip.
Sawbones
"Someone stop the elves!"
Alexander
Suddenly, suspicion gets the better of Alexander, and he casts detect undead.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Kurex
I ready a Magic Missle.
DM (Ephesos)
(The figure is still pretty far away.)
Kurex
(Oh, never mind, then.)
DM (Ephesos)
The two elves reach you, and you see a look of blind panic in their eyes. Their clothes are in tatters, and they look like they've been starved.
Esstra
Do they need any immediate healing?
DM (Ephesos)
You see some open wounds on them, but it looks like they'll live without immediate healing.
Alexander
Alexander looks around for anyone else, fearing an ambush.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 12 (Perception)
Kurex
"What happened to you?"
DM (Ephesos)
The robed figure lets out a bloodcurdling yell and waves the whip in the air.
Cultist
"Get back here, scum!"
Esstra
Is it close enough to attack now?
DM (Ephesos)
(Still maybe 50 feet away)
The elves look like they're still not that sure about you.
Alexander
"I am a fearsome zombie slayer, you fool! What business do you have with these elves?" Alexander roars.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 14 (Intimidate)
Esstra
I try to calm the elves down.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 20 (Diplomacy)
Amadan
I try to get a nice place to shoot from without being seen.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 4 (Stealth)
DM (Ephesos)
The figure doesn't seem to notice Alexander. The elves, however, nearly panic until Esstra calms them down. Then they hide behind Esstra.
Amadan
(...my first stealth failure :-( )
DM (Ephesos)
There isn't much cover out here, and you can't seem to find anything that will help.
Kurex
I fire a magic missle off to the side of the figure, as a warning shot.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Sawbones
Right, I charge the robed guy, trying to tackle and pin him.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Sawbones
(WHY.)
DM (Ephesos)
The figure continues sprinting towards you, coming into suitable range for an attack.
Amadan
I ready an arrow and fire!
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones trips on his way out to tackle the figure, which is just as well, because Kurex's warning shot goes right over his head.
Kurex
"I don't miss twice!"
Alexander
Alexander tries to weaken the figure with contagion!
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
DM (Ephesos)
The figure dodges Amadan's arrow, and Alexander's spell goes wide.
The figure closes to melee range, and now you can see his face. His eyes look crazed, and drool trails from his mouth. He's a human, if it matters to you.
He cracks the whip, aiming at Alexander. It coils around his feet, and the figure yanks it back, dragging Alexander across the ground and dealing 4 damage to him.
Kurex
I fire another Magic Missle, and try to hit him this time.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Sawbones
Right. Trying to incapacitate, again.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Esstra
Do you have a particular reason you want him alive?
Alexander
(is Alexander stuck, or can he get up and attack?)
DM (Ephesos)
(He can certainly try, but he's still grabbed by the whip.)
Amadan
I use my free fire arrow and fire on the robed figure again.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones tries to tackle the crazed human, but he shoves Sawbones out of the way.
Sawbones
(Random slave-holder guy? Probably part of something bigger. I doubt the elves know about it.)
Alexander
Alexander tries to use his trusty blade to dismember the whip.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
DM (Ephesos)
The magic missile and Amadan's arrow both strike the figure, and he recoils in pain.
He yanks the whip back just before Alexander can try to cut it.
Alexander
(dragging Alex closer to him? How close is Alex now?)
Esstra
(I think you're free, actually.)
Alexander
(or back so he's no longer tangled?)
DM (Ephesos)
(Alex is maybe ten feet away from him now. Esstra still has an action this round.)
Esstra
I swing at the figure with my hammer.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
DM (Ephesos)
Esstra charges at the figure, who can't dodge the hammer.
The human draws back the whip, yells something totally incoherent, and lashes out at Esstra, missing completely.
He is visibly frothing at the mouth now.
Esstra
"Do you really think you're going to get information out of this guy, Sawbones?"
Kurex
Burning Hands! I try to set his robes on fire.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Sawbones
Screw it, I stab him.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Esstra
I swing at him again.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Alexander
Alexander lunges at him with sword.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Amadan
Switch back to regular arrows, and shoot him again.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Amadan
(...one combat, I'm doing great. The next... eep)
DM (Ephesos)
The raving human dodges Alexander, Kurex, and Sawbones.
However, he dodges straight into Esstra's hammer, and goes down face-first into the muck.
Kurex
(It's almost as though there's some important, totally random factor involved.)
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan fires an arrow at where the human was, and the arrow ricochets off a rock, striking Kurex for 3 damage.
Kurex
"Ow!"
Esstra
Is the human dead or unconscious?
DM (Ephesos)
He appears to be unconscious.
Amadan
(This bow really hates Kurex)
Kurex
(Kurex hates it back.)
Amadan
I recover my arrows from the human and Kurex.
Alexander
Keep his sword at the ready, Alexander approaches to try to search the man.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 5 (Perception)
Esstra
"Okay, Sawbones, you've got your prisoner. Deal with him."
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan recovers both arrows as Alexander searches the human's robes. He finds nothing.
Esstra
I approach the elves. "Where did you escape from?"
(Do we have any extra food to offer them?)
Sawbones
I call out to the elves. "Should I care about keeping him alive?"
Alexander
"Ooh! I'd better see if this guy has been corrupted." Alexander uses his knowledge of necromancy to look for signs of magical infection in the unconscious dude, and in the two elves.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Alexander
(LOL!!!!)
Kurex
(Great, now he's going to rise as a zombie.)
Alexander
(He's not dead yet...)
Kurex
(That's what makes your failure so critical.)
Alexander
(Can I make a fumble on breathing? Because that's the only Alexander hasn't failed at yet, tonight.)
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander gets distracted by something shiny and trips over a rock, taking 1 damage.
The elves, who are still breathing heavily, sit down. They take their time catching their breath.
Alexander
(Should we disarm and tie up the crazy guy?)
Alexander grabs the whip.
Sawbones
(I was just gonna cripple him.)
DM (Ephesos)
Finally, one of the elves speaks. One is male, one is female. The male has yet to catch his breath.
Elf
"Kill him."
Alexander
"Who are you? And who's he?"
Sawbones
"Well. . . no. Not yet."
Amadan
"Honestly, I think we should kill him. It's one less person to come after us later on."
Elf
"We're from Risis. We were... captured. Dragged out here."
Esstra
"Do you remember who or what captured you?"
Sawbones
I keep a careful eye on the unconscious guy.
Matter of fact, I stand on him. Making sure he can breath, of course.
Elf
"It was... some kind of strange dark creature... we didn't stand a chance."
Kurex
I gasp!
Alexander
(Alexander likewise keeps his blade ready to impale the man if he so much as twitches funny)
"Was it tall and dark and mysterious?"
Esstra
"What happened after you were captured?"
Elf
"We woke up... out here. There's a tower."
DM (Ephesos)
The elf points to the northeast.
Amadan
"Ha! I told you there was a structure to the northeast!"
Alexander
"How long ago was this?"
Elf
"Look... there are others... trapped. Been there... weeks."
Kurex
"Do you know why they're being taken?"
Elf
"They... it..."
DM (Ephesos)
The elf breaks down into tears.
Sawbones
"What did you guys do? This isn't an interrogation!"
Elf
"I thought *sob* we'd never get *sob* out of there!"
Esstra
(Quietly, so the elves can't hear.) "What are we going to do with them? I don't think they can make it out of the swamp, and we can hardly take them with us."
Sawbones
"We could send them to that witch. . ."
Sss-Tkss
"I'll take them back to Risia."
"We can't just leave them, after all."
Sawbones
"Much better idea."
Kurex
"Yes, good idea."
Amadan
"Yeah, but make sure to give me those herbs you found first, Sss-Tkss."
Alexander
"Splendid idea, old chap...er, dragonborn. You have fun with that."
Esstra
I ask the elves for permission to heal them.
DM (Ephesos)
The elves gratefully accept the healing.
Sss-Tkss hands Amadan the ritual candles he took from the crypt, and then offers the elves some of his rations. They accept.
Esstra sets about tending to the elves' more grievous wounds. Most appear to be marks like whip-lashings.
Amadan
I turn and hand over my Composite Bow and 3 arrows to Alexander. "It doesn't make sense for me to have two bows. It's not like I can use them both simultaneously."
Sawbones
To the elves: "Wat was going on in the tower?"
Kurex
"We shouldn't linger here. There might be other maniac slave-drivers out here, looking for them."
Sawbones
"Why were you taken? What did you do? How did you escape?"
Alexander
"Uh...thanks. Do you think you could teach me a little about how to use a bow?"
Amadan
"Sure." I set about showing Alexander how to use the bow.
Elf
"It was awful. I... don't want to talk about it."
DM (Ephesos)
The other elf finally speaks.
Elf 2
"We ran."
"I think we were being taken to be killed, and we... we just ran."
Alexander
See if the elves seem to be telling the truth.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 16 (Perception)
Sawbones
"Please, if we are to take vengeance and free the others held there, we need as much information as possible."
DM (Ephesos)
The elves seem perfectly sincere.
Elf 2
"It was awful. Just..."
DM (Ephesos)
He shudders.
Elf 2
"Awful."
"I don't know how many of them there are. But they need to die."
Sawbones
"Are they all. . . like this one?"
"Is there a leader?"
Elf
"Yes, except for the leader. They are all this... deranged."
Esstra
"I don't think they can tell us much more. Sss-Tkss, are you ready to lead them to safety?"
DM (Ephesos)
Sss-Tkss nods, his sword slung over his shoulder.
The male elf stands, and kicks the still-unconscious human in the gut.
Kurex
"So, what do we do with this one?"
Sawbones
"Don't worry, I'll kill him later. It won't be pleasant."
"If you elves are ready to go, Sss-Tkss here will take you back to Risia."
DM (Ephesos)
The elves nod.
Elf
"Just promise you'll free the others?"
Amadan
"I promise."
Sawbones
"We'll do everything we can."
Amadan
I nod to Sss-Tkss. "Fare thee well, Dragonborn."
DM (Ephesos)
You say your goodbyes to Sss-Tkss, and he leads the elves off to the southeast, into the swirling snow.
Sawbones
"Reptile in the snow. . ."
"Eh."
"He'll be fine."
Amadan
"I hope so."
Sawbones
I try to awaken the prisoner.
Amadan
I see what Allen is doing and nock an arrow, ready to fire should the prisoner go nutty.
DM (Ephesos)
The prisoner stirs slightly. It's about now that you notice the big red stain in the snow under him.
Kurex
"Is he dead?"
Sawbones
"Not yet."
Amadan
"Not dead enough for my tastes."
Sawbones
I check him to make sure he's not going to die immediately.
DM (Ephesos)
He'll live, at least for a little while.
Sawbones
Is he awake?
DM (Ephesos)
Nope, not yet.
Sawbones
Well, I try some more.
Kurex
I idly kick him in the stomach.
DM (Ephesos)
With a splutter, he coughs up a rather lot of blood. He seems to be at least partially-conscious now.
Alexander
"We want him alive for questioning," I snap at Kurex
Sawbones
I speak slowly and clearly. "Who are you?"
Kurex
"I woke him up, didn't I?"
DM (Ephesos)
The prisoner gurgles.
Sawbones
I shake him around some.
Alexander
"Hello? Are you undead?" I enunciate, trying to wake up the prisoner.
DM (Ephesos)
He coughs up another wad of unpleasantness.
Kurex
"Shouldn't we heal him if we want to question him?"
Sawbones
"Nah."
Amadan
"Why are we leaving him alive at all?"
Sawbones
Well, I give up and cripple his legs, and leave him there.
Kurex
"I'm not sure. I still say we need to move on."
I kick him in the stomach again, in a bored sort of way.
Alexander
"Well, if we're not questioning him, shouldn't we at least kill him?"
Sawbones
"Nah. Let's go."
Alexander
I cleave of his head with my sword.
Esstra
"Enough of this foolishness."
Sawbones
. . .
DM (Ephesos)
Splat.
Sawbones
"Merciful fool. Shall we continue?"
Alexander
"I look forward to when you are reanimated and I kill you again as a zombie," I tell the corpse.
I follow the party.
Amadan
I start to draw my bow, but see Alex take care of him. "Let's just go." I lead the party northeast.
Esstra
I'm following the party.
Kurex
To the northeast!
Alexander
"Let's go check out this tower."
DM (Ephesos)
You trudge northeast, across open, boring marsh. (taking two moves)
Now that you're closer, you can see there is in fact a tower sticking out of the marsh to the northeast, leaning at an awkward angle. The waters to the northeast will claim it eventually, but for now it still stands.
Alexander
What time of day is it?
DM (Ephesos)
It's about midday, or so you think. You can't see the sun on account of the snow.
Alexander
"I'd suggest we take the chance to rest up for a bit and assess our injuries before we enter."
Sawbones
"Have we got any?"
Kurex
"I do."
"Somebody shot me with an arrow."
Amadan
"It's not my fault this bow hates you."
Kurex
"It's your fault you keep using it!"
Esstra
I cast a healing spell on Kurex.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
DM (Ephesos)
Esstra heals Kurex back to full, spending a stamina point.
Alexander
I draw my bow and shoot a practice arrow at a nearby tree.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander's arrow hits the tree.
Sawbones
"Are we going in this thing or not?"
(Booooored. . .)
Alexander
I retrieve my arrow and fire again.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander's arrow strikes the tree in the exact same place.
Amadan
I nod. "Not bad. But we might want to look into that tower before we run out of daylight."
Alexander
I retrieve my arrow and join the group. "Shall we go investigate the tower?"
Esstra
"Yes. Let's go."
Amadan
"If everyone's ready..."
Kurex
"I am!"
DM (Ephesos)
You approach the tower. (3rd move of the day)
A low, soft sound has been lingering at the edge of your hearing for a little while now. As you approach the entrance to the tower, you identify it as chanting. Many people chanting, somewhere up in the tower.
The doors to the tower are open, but you can't see inside.
Alexander
I draw my sword before stepping inside and taking a look around.
Esstra
I look around for another way in.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 11 (Perception)
Kurex
If I cast Light on the doors, would it be easier to see?
DM (Ephesos)
The front door is the only way in.
Amadan
"Alexander, not so hasty!" I hiss. I move to the doorway, bow ready, and peer inside. Perception?
Sawbones
I go inside.
Calmly.
DM (Ephesos)
As you step inside the tower, the sound of the chanting grows louder. It's probably just because you're not listening to the wind anymore, but it's still unnerving.
There appears to be a stairwell to the north, and there are doors to the east and west. The rusted remains of a lantern hang from the ceiling.
Kurex
I follow them inside.
DM (Ephesos)
As soon as you get a look around, two humanoid skeletons shuffle into the room, one from each door. They carry rusted and pitted swords, and they don't look friendly.
Amadan
"Skeletons. Why does it always have to be skeletons?"
Alexander
I cleave one of them through the spine.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Kurex
I cast Burning Hands on east one.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Amadan
I fire a Detrimentum spell on the western one.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander cleaves straight through a skeleton.
Amadan's spell goes wide, noisily disintegrating the west door.
Kurex's spell narrowly misses the east one.
Alexander
"Great, now we've alerted the people who sent these vicious skeletons that we're trespassing in their menacing tower!"
Esstra
I charge the remaining skeleton.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
DM (Ephesos)
Esstra smashes the other skeleton to bits.
Alexander
Was Amadan's spell loud enough to be heard in other parts of the tower?
Sawbones
I go through the door to the east.
Amadan
I follow Allen.
Kurex
Me too.
DM (Ephesos)
The door to the east leads to a largely empty room. In a bygone age, it might've been a waiting room for visitors to the tower. There are some bookshelves along the north wall, and a few decomposing pieces of furniture.
Sawbones
I check the bookshelves.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Alexander
I search the bookshelves too.
DM (Ephesos)
Also on the north wall is a door.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Alexander
(ha!)
Amadan
I watch the doorway for trouble.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Sawbones
(That was most likely a waste.)
DM (Ephesos)
The bookshelves are rather damp, probably on account of the water seeping into the room from the northeast corner. You find a few mundane books, but nothing else at first.
Then Sawbones finds a narrow ceramic tube.
Sawbones
Never mind.
Is there anything on it? Does it open? Is it the right shape for the keyholes in the crypts?
DM (Ephesos)
There appears to be a lid of sorts covering one end. It's hollow.
Sawbones
I open it and remove whatever might be inside.
DM (Ephesos)
You find a scroll, written on very delicate paper.
Sawbones
"Mages?
Care to take a look at this?"
Alexander
I wander over to the north door and peek inside.
Kurex
I examine the scroll.
Evocation check, I guess.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
DM (Ephesos)
The room to the north is rather full of water. All but the far inside corner is covered in at least a foot of water.
This is clearly the consequence of the tower's leaning.
The room is full of more bookshelves.
Alexander
Alexander tries to read the scroll using his knowledge of divination.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Alexander
"Hmm...it's a magic scroll."
"Let's see here...Oh! It's some kind of defensive spell."
"Lucky you."
Amadan
I look into the water-logged room for another exit.
DM (Ephesos)
There is another door to the north.
Alexander
"If there's anything in the water, it's probably evil undead zombie trout or something..."
Amadan
I carefully enter the sunken room, alert for signs of trouble.
DM (Ephesos)
As Amadan steps into the sunken room, you see movement in the water.
Kurex
I stay outside the sunken room. I know what happens when Amadan goes in the water.
Alexander
Alexander peers into the room.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 7 (Perception)
Amadan
Perception on the movement in the water.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 19 (Perception)
Kurex
Ditto
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 2 (Perception)
Amadan
Anything above water I can stand on?
DM (Ephesos)
Nope. Unless you want to acrobatically leap between the bookshelves.
Which is tricky, because the room's about 20 feet wide.
Esstra
I step into the room as well.
Amadan
Actually, that doesn't sound half bad.
(The leaping, that is, not the distance)
Kurex
Could I cast a wide-area stun spell at where the movement was?
DM (Ephesos)
Yes.
Amadan
I clamber up on a bookshelf.
Kurex
I do that, then.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Kurex
(Okay, seriously, what the hell? My dice are broken or something.)
Amadan
(Actually, I think they just hate Kurex)
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex blasts the water with a stun spell. It seems to bounce right off.
Alexander
(I assume no one saw anything from their perception attempts?)
Amadan
(I did, but I'm trying to remember how to spell pirhana.)
Esstra
There aren't any other exits from this room besides the door we just came through, right?
DM (Ephesos)
There's another door to the north.
Amadan
"Mind the piranha fish."
Kurex
"I wouldn't worry. Piranhas are actually not nearly as dangerous as most people think. They won't attack an unwounded person."
Esstra
I try to make my way over to the north door.
Kurex
"Unless, of course, these are zombie piranhas."
Esstra
"Or Amadan's with us."
Alexander
"Indeed. I shall check." Alexander casts detect undead.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Sawbones
"It seems like they don't make any other kind anymore. . ."
Amadan
"Why do you think I'm up on this bookshelf? It ain't for the scenic view, I assure you."
DM (Ephesos)
As soon as Esstra steps into the water, you see a flurry of movement under the water. Then the water starts churning around her feet.
Then a bunch of tiny fish start leaping out of the water and biting her, dealing 2 damage.
Esstra
I jump back quickly.
Kurex
I do another wide-area stun.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Kurex
(Booya!)
DM (Ephesos)
The stun spell strikes the water, and soon you see lots of tiny fish float to the surface.
Amadan
"Collect the fish! They'll make dinner tonight!"
Kurex
"Also, kill them first!"
Alexander
Alexander assists in killing the fish. "It's cold enough right now, with all the snow outside, that they ought to keep...assuming we survive until dinner time."
Amadan
I poise myself, ready to jump. Then I make a leap across to the other bookshelf.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
DM (Ephesos)
Splash.
Amadan
I get up and clamber onto the other bookshelf.
Esstra
Now that the fish are stunned, I try to reach the door again. I throw any stunned fish onto the dry section of the room.
Kurex
I follow Esstra, killing and collecting stunned fish as I go.
Alexander
(Alexander wades hastily across the pool, once the fish are collected/slain)
Then he pauses to listen to for the chanting again.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 3 (Perception)
DM (Ephesos)
You successfully cross the room, reaching the door.
You still hear the chanting, coming from somewhere in the tower.
Kurex
Can we tell its direction? Is it above us?
Amadan
I climb down and go for the door.
Esstra
I open the door cautiously.
DM (Ephesos)
On the other side of the door is a completely empty room. The northeast corner is underwater.
There is a door along the west wall.
Kurex
I fire three more stun spells into the water, left, center, and right.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
DM (Ephesos)
A few fish float to the surface.
Esstra
I head to the door on the west wall and open it.
Amadan
I follow Esstra.
Kurex
"Careful, I probably missed some."
DM (Ephesos)
The door to the west reveals another room lined with bookshelves, with a door in the west wall.
Alexander
Alexander trails behind Esstra and Amadan.
Kurex
I follow them to the west door.
Alexander
"Oh, look, more books!"
Alexander peruses the shelves.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
DM (Ephesos)
You find nothing of note.
Sawbones
As does Allen.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones scans the titles on the books in a mere moment, and instantly knows they are all junk.
Half of them are low-quality fiction. Old stuff, but really terrible writing.
Amadan
"What's with all the books around here?"
Kurex
I take one anyway.
Ideally, something with pirates.
DM (Ephesos)
You grab a crumbling old book with the title "The Sea-Sprayed Bodice".
Esstra
West door again.
Alexander
Alexander follows.
Kurex
I follow.
Amadan
I follow.
Sawbones
"These glasses aren't for show. I'm quite the literary connoisseur."
DM (Ephesos)
This next room appears to have been converted into a simple armory of sorts. There are wooden tables covered with crude weapons.
Shields, spears, swords, daggers... none of it in terribly good condition, but serviceable at least.
Sawbones
I look for anything I can use.
Amadan
Any arrows in there?
Sawbones
That's what I get for being unsure of spelling.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
DM (Ephesos)
You spot a small table with a quiver of arrows on it. There are 18 arrows.
Kurex
I take a shield, a dagger, and a short sword.
The best I can find.
Alexander
Alexander looks to see if there's any sword better than his current one, for a small, light, but useful shield, and dagger.
Kurex
(I have a sword already and no shield, right?)
DM (Ephesos)
(Correct.)
Amadan
I take 12 of the arrows, then hand the quiver with the remaining 6 to Alexander.
Alexander
"Thanks."
Esstra
I look for anything that might be enchanted.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Kurex
Okay. I strap the shield to my off arm, and carry the weapons in my pack or what have you.
DM (Ephesos)
You find no enchanted-looking weaponry.
(I'm assuming people have packs. And even those packs are getting crowded.)
Amadan
Is there a shortsword in there? I like my club, but I think I need something with an edge.
Alexander
Alexander takes the best shield he can find, a smallish one the won't weigh him down ridiculously.
(I assume there are no swords present superior to his current blade)
DM (Ephesos)
Nothing in there will outclass anyone's current weapon, no.
But you can grab something basic.
Alexander
(Then just a buckler.)
Amadan
Really? Nothing here outclasses a femur? Dang.
DM (Ephesos)
There is a door leading from this room in the south wall.
Alexander
"I think we're going in a circle..." Alexander mutters as he heads toward the south door.
Amadan
Did I find a shortsword and small shield?
DM (Ephesos)
Yes.
Alexander
Then he pauses. "Can we destroy any of the weapons in here, or at least toss them in the water in the other room? Just in case someone comes here looking get a weapon to use against us?"
Esstra
"I was thinking that, but we might need them.
"What if we rescue the slaves?"
Kurex
"We could use a spear or two to bar the door we're not leaving through."
"That way, the only way in will be right behind us."
Amadan
I leave behind the femur club. Unless anyone wants it.
Kurex
"We're going south, right?" I use Artifice to wedge the east door shut, so it can only be opened from the inside.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 12 (Artifice)
DM (Ephesos)
You block the door.
Amadan
I head for the exit, shield strapped to my arm.
DM (Ephesos)
The south door opens onto another room full of bookshelves. However, this time the shelves are empty. Another door is in the south wall.
Kurex
"Is anyone keeping track of where we are?"
Alexander
(We're going in a circle around the tower; this room is the equivalent of the little fish room on the other side)
(Circling round counterclockwise)
Amadan
I go to the south door and open it.
DM (Ephesos)
This is another room of ruined furniture, with a door leading back to the entryway, to the east.
Alexander
"Looks like we need to go upstairs..."
Amadan
I calmly stride over to the eastern door, open it, and walk through.
Kurex
I follow, just as calmly.
Alexander
Alexander follows closely behind Amadan, sword and buckler at the ready.
DM (Ephesos)
You return to the entryway.
Amadan
Nocking an arrow, I approach the stairwell, keeping off to one side.
Alexander
(Any signs of activity in this area while we were gone?)
DM (Ephesos)
Nope.
Kurex
I approach behind Amadan.
DM (Ephesos)
The stairwell is just a spiral staircase leading up. There is also a trapdoor in the corner of the chamber.
Alexander
"Upwards, then, against the zombies. I hate it when they have the upper hand."
Esstra
"You'd think we'd have noticed that trapdoor before. Well, we can start with the upstairs."
Amadan
I examine the trapdoor.
DM (Ephesos)
The trapdoor has a very large lock on it.
Alexander
(Are there any sounds coming from it?)
I follow the others upstairs.
DM (Ephesos)
Roll Perception.
Alexander
"Hmm...locked? Do you suppose that could be a dungeon...with prisoners?"
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 3 (Perception)
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 14 (Perception)
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 7 (Perception)
DM (Ephesos)
You don't hear any noises coming from the trapdoor.
So, up the stairs?
Amadan
Looks like.
Kurex
Excelsior!
DM (Ephesos)
As you climb to the second floor of the tower, the chanting grows louder. You still can't tell exactly where it's coming from, but it's very unsettling.
Also of note is the fact that directly in front of you, a big chunk of the wall is missing, opening out onto the snowy swamp. Chunks of the ceiling are also absent to the east.
Currently, you are in a room with very little in it aside from piles of debris, and a door on either side. Until you are joined by four skeletons, that is.
(round 1)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_S_T_U_V_
01[ : : : : : :W:W:W:W:^: : :^:W:W: : : : : : ]
02[ : : : :W:W:W: :^:^: :^: :^:^:W:W:W: : : : ]
03[ : : :W:W: : : : : : : :^: : : : :W:W: : : ]
04[ : :W:W: :S: : : : : : : : : :^:S: :W:W: : ]
05[ :W:W:W:W: : :^:^: : : : : : : : :W:W:W:W: ]
06[ :W: : :W:+: :S: : :1:^:^: :S: :+:W: : :W: ]
07[W:W: : : :W:W: : :^:2:5: : : :W:W: : : :W:W]
08[W: : : : : :W:W:W:W:3:4:W:W:W:W: : : : : :W]
09[W: : : : : : :W:(stairwell):W: : : : : : :W]
DM (Ephesos)
W = wall
T = table/bed
* = chair
^ = debris
S = skeleton
Esstra
2
Amadan
3
Sawbones
5
Alexander
Uh, 1, I guess.
Kurex
So I'm 4
Amadan
"Skeletons again? Don't these people know how to make proper undead?"
DM (Ephesos)
It is your turn.
Amadan
I cast Detrimentum on the skeleton at H6.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Esstra
Move to H7, attack skeleton.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Alexander
Alexander rushes the nearest skeleton, eager to destroy it.
( I guess that puts him in I 6)
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Sawbones
Run to N8, attack O6.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Kurex
Stun on all four.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex's stun spell is unable to affect the entire area, and dissipates.
Amadan's spell goes wide, harmlessly striking a pile of debris.
Esstra connects with the skeleton in H6, knocking a few bones loose from its ribcage.
Alexander also manages to connect with that skeleton, severing its off-hand.
Sawbones swings at the skeleton, but misses.
Two of the skeletons move to flank Alexander, swinging at him with rusty blades. They both strike him, dealing 4 damage in total.
The other two move to attack Sawbones, dealing 4 damage to him as well.
(round 2)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_S_T_U_V_
01[ : : : : : :W:W:W:W:^: : :^:W:W: : : : : : ]
02[ : : : :W:W:W: :^:^: :^: :^:^:W:W:W: : : : ]
03[ : : :W:W: : : : : : : :^: : : : :W:W: : : ]
04[ : :W:W: : : : : : : : : : : :^: : :W:W: : ]
05[ :W:W:W:W: : :^:^:S: : : : : : : :W:W:W:W: ]
06[ :W: : :W:+: :S:1: : :^:^:S: : :+:W: : :W: ]
07[W:W: : : :W:W:2: :^: : : :5:S:W:W: : : :W:W]
08[W: : : : : :W:W:W:W:3:4:W:W:W:W: : : : : :W]
09[W: : : : : : :W:(stairwell):W: : : : : : :W]
Esstra
I attack the same skeleton.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Amadan
I step to K6 and swing at the skeleton at J5 with my sword.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Alexander
Alexander roars in pain, then exerts extra force to make a powerful swing across skeletons (spend 1 stamina).
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Kurex
Move to M7, Burning Hands on N6.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Sawbones
Attack O7.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
DM (Ephesos)
Esstra swings her hammer around, but misses.
Amadan moves to K6 and swings with his sword, but isn't terribly experienced. He misses.
Alexander unleashes a powerful swing... straight into a pile of debris. The recoil from striking the rock causes him to drop his weapon.
Sawbones takes a good chunk out of the skeleton's ribs.
Luckily, he manages to dodge Kurex's spell, which goes considerably off-course.
One of the skeletons turns to attack Amadan, but misses pathetically.
Another swings at Alexander again, who is struck for 2 damage.
The other two turn on Sawbones. However, when the first one swings, it stumbles on a piece of debris and ends up cutting the other's leg off.
(round 3)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_S_T_U_V_
01[ : : : : : :W:W:W:W:^: : :^:W:W: : : : : : ]
02[ : : : :W:W:W: :^:^: :^: :^:^:W:W:W: : : : ]
03[ : : :W:W: : : : : : : :^: : : : :W:W: : : ]
04[ : :W:W: : : : : : : : : : : :^: : :W:W: : ]
05[ :W:W:W:W: : :^:^:S: : : : : : : :W:W:W:W: ]
06[ :W: : :W:+: :S:1: :3:^:^:S: : :+:W: : :W: ]
07[W:W: : : :W:W:2: :^: : :4:5:S:W:W: : : :W:W]
08[W: : : : : :W:W:W:W: : :W:W:W:W: : : : : :W]
09[W: : : : : : :W:(stairwell):W: : : : : : :W]
Kurex
Burning Hands on N6. This time for sure!
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Sawbones
Attack O7, again.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Alexander
Alexander backs down to I7, warding himself with his shield, and casts Hold Undead and the two skeletons facing him.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Esstra
Same attack.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex finally hits the skeleton that's missing a leg, and it crumbles to the ground.
Sawbones manages to dismember the other one with one well-aimed strike.
Amadan
Step to I6 as Alexander backs off, and attack the skeleton at G6 with a Detrimentum spell.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
DM (Ephesos)
Esstra completely and utterly destroys the skeleton standing at H6.
However, both Amadan and Alexander miss.
The remaining skeleton barely nicks Amadan for 1 damage.
(round 4)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_S_T_U_V_
01[ : : : : : :W:W:W:W:^: : :^:W:W: : : : : : ]
02[ : : : :W:W:W: :^:^: :^: :^:^:W:W:W: : : : ]
03[ : : :W:W: : : : : : : :^: : : : :W:W: : : ]
04[ : :W:W: : : : : : : : : : : :^: : :W:W: : ]
05[ :W:W:W:W: : :^:^:S: : : : : : : :W:W:W:W: ]
06[ :W: : :W:+: : :3: : :^:^: : : :+:W: : :W: ]
07[W:W: : : :W:W:2:1:^: : :4:5: :W:W: : : :W:W]
08[W: : : : : :W:W:W:W: : :W:W:W:W: : : : : :W]
09[W: : : : : : :W:(stairwell):W: : : : : : :W]
Kurex
Magic missle on the last one.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
DM (Ephesos)
The missile goes wide.
Amadan
Attack the last one with my sword.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
DM (Ephesos)
The skeleton parries Amadan's attack.
Kurex
(Has a man ever rolled so many 2's?)
Sawbones
Move to K5, attack J5.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Alexander
Alexander takes the opportunity to reclaim his sword, then cast Hold Undead.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander holds the skeleton in place while Sawbones gracefully chops it up.
And boom. End combat.
Alexander
Alexander almost falls to the floor, saved only leaning on sword. "Esstra! Help."
Sawbones
First Aid, go!
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Amadan
Rather than bother the healers, I try to patch up my small scratch myself. I use the dark fabric in my inventory as a bandage.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones manages to patch up Alexander, healing him for 4 health.
Amadan manages to stop the bleeding, but doesn't regain any health.
Alexander
After nodding his thanks to the goblin doc, Alexander staggers to his feet, then winces. "Esstra? Some more healing would be really great right about now."
DM (Ephesos)
You think you can hear noises coming from behind both doors, but then the noises stop.
Amadan
I pause. "Great, they know we're coming."
Alexander
Alexander dutifully, stereotypically, casts Detect Undead (third time today, if I'm not mistaken).
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Esstra
(Oh God.)
I cast a healing spell on Alexander.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Alexander
Alexander bursts into raucous, maniacal laughter. He's not sure why.
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander loses 2 stamina from the failed spell.
Amadan
I peek through the western door. What do I see?
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander is healed for another 5 health, as Esstra spends a stamina point.
Alexander
"Thank you!"
DM (Ephesos)
You peek through the western door, into what looks like a makeshift dormitory of sorts. There are several bunk-beds, a few piles of rags, and several figures dressed in gray robes.
One of them shouts and pulls out a whip when he sees the door open.
(round 1)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_
02[ : : : :W:W:W: ]
03[ : : :W:W: : : ]
04[ : :W:W: :4:1:5]
05[ :W:W:W:W:3:2:^]
06[ :W:T: :W:+: : ]
07[W:W:T: : :W:W: ]
08[W: : : : : :W:W]
09[W:T: : : : : :W]
10[W:T:A: : :C:T:W]
11[W: : :B: : :T:W]
12[W: : : : : : :W]
13[W:T: : :J: :T:W]
14[W:T: : : : :T:W]
15[W: : : : : : :W]
16[W:W:T: : : :W:W]
17[ :W:T: : :+:W: ]
18[ :W:W: :W:W: : ]
19[ : :W:W:W: : : ]
DM (Ephesos)
J = guy with whip
A-C = robed figures
Alexander
Alexander blasts Robe Dude A with a Contagion!
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Kurex
I try to hit the whole group with a stun.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Amadan
I step through to D7 and shoot J with a flaming arrow. 1 stamina.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Sawbones
Move to F9, attack C.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex can't really see the entire group from where he is, but he manages to stun A, just in time for Alexander to hit him with Contagion. The figure's robe is covered in a steaming, bubbling dark brown slime.
Amadan's fire arrow goes wide and embeds itself in the wall before burning up.
Esstra
Move to D10, attack B.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones manages to catch C off-guard, and slashes at his leg successfully.
Esstra charges at B, but the robed figure dodges the hammer.
The figure with the whip steps forward and yells at you.
Cultist
"In the name of Yunelias, I smite you!"
DM (Ephesos)
He cracks the whip at Esstra, catching her arm and dealing 5 damage.
The other two figures standing by Esstra pull out daggers, stabbing her for a further 5 damage.
Then C pulls out a shortsword and swings at Sawbones, who dodges.
(round 2)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_
02[ : : : :W:W:W: ]
03[ : : :W:W: : : ]
04[ : :W:W: :4:1: ]
05[ :W:W:W:W: : :^]
06[ :W:T: :W:+: : ]
07[W:W:T:3: :W:W: ]
08[W: : : : : :W:W]
09[W:T: : : :5: :W]
10[W:T:A:2: :C:T:W]
11[W: : :B: : :T:W]
12[W: : : :J: : :W]
13[W:T: : : : :T:W]
14[W:T: : : : :T:W]
15[W: : : : : : :W]
16[W:W:T: : : :W:W]
17[ :W:T: : :+:W: ]
18[ :W:W: :W:W: : ]
19[ : :W:W:W: : : ]
Sawbones
Bury the scalpels in C's stomach.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Kurex
Move to E8, Icy Spray on J
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones successfully stabs C with both scalpels, and he staggers back, clearly in pain.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Kurex
(Yeeeehaw!)
Esstra
I hurry back to F8 and cast a healing spell on myself.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Amadan
I fire an arrow at J's head.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Amadan
(Well, it's a good thing I decided against enchanting that arrow)
Alexander
"And in the name of zombie-slaying, I SMITE YOU!!!" Alexander roars as he charges to E9 and whacks Robe Dude C.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan's arrow goes wide, but Kurex's Ice Spray does not. A shower of ice crystals erupts from his hands, coating J from head to toe in ice.
Esstra heals herself for 4.
Alexander charges headlong into the room, before slashing at C with his sword. A spray of blood gracefully arcs up from the wound.
J breaks free from the ice, steps forward and swings the whip at Kurex, just barely missing.
The others step forward and attack Sawbones and Alexander. Alexander is hit for 3 damage by B, but the others miss.
(round 3)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_
02[ : : : :W:W:W: ]
03[ : : :W:W: : : ]
04[ : :W:W: : : : ]
05[ :W:W:W:W: : :^]
06[ :W:T: :W:+: : ]
07[W:W:T:3: :W:W: ]
08[W: : : :4:2:W:W]
09[W:T: :A:1:5: :W]
10[W:T:J: :B:C:T:W]
11[W: : : : : :T:W]
12[W: : : : : : :W]
13[W:T: : : : :T:W]
14[W:T: : : : :T:W]
15[W: : : : : : :W]
16[W:W:T: : : :W:W]
17[ :W:T: : :+:W: ]
18[ :W:W: :W:W: : ]
19[ : :W:W:W: : : ]
Esstra
(No one else needs healing yet, right?)
Kurex
(I'm unhurt.)
Amadan
I shake myself slightly, trying to figure out what's up with my aim. Then I take aim at J and fire again.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Alexander
"And I can smite YOU TOO!" Alexander cries as strikes at Robe Dude B, while spending a stamina point.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Alexander
(Alex is hurt but not critical yet)
Kurex
I cast Burning Hands on A.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
DM (Ephesos)
This time, Amadan manages to land a hit. The arrow now protrudes from J's chest, which doesn't really seem to bother J that much.
Esstra
I heal myself again.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
DM (Ephesos)
Esstra heals herself for another 4 health.
Sawbones
Rip the scalpels out of C, stab him in the face.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander wheels around and brutally stabs B in the gut.
Kurex
As opposed to those non-brutal stabbings.
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex manages to strike A with his spell, a gout of flame badly burning his robes.
Sawbones rips his scalpels from his victim, then plunges them right back in.
C desperately tries to attack Sawbones, but is hampered by the scalpels protruding from his anatomy.
The badly-burned A takes a stab at Kurex, dealing 3 damage.
B, gasping heavily, stabs Alexander for 3 damage as well.
Alexander
Alexander hisses with pain.
DM (Ephesos)
J steps forward again and wraps the whip around Amadan's neck, and then pulls. He chokes 4 health out of Amadan.
(round 4)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_
02[ : : : :W:W:W: ]
03[ : : :W:W: : : ]
04[ : :W:W: : : : ]
05[ :W:W:W:W: : :^]
06[ :W:T: :W:+: : ]
07[W:W:T:3: :W:W: ]
08[W: : : :4:2:W:W]
09[W:T:J:A:1:5: :W]
10[W:T: : :B:C:T:W]
11[W: : : : : :T:W]
12[W: : : : : : :W]
13[W:T: : : : :T:W]
14[W:T: : : : :T:W]
15[W: : : : : : :W]
16[W:W:T: : : :W:W]
17[ :W:T: : :+:W: ]
18[ :W:W: :W:W: : ]
19[ : :W:W:W: : : ]
Sawbones
Right, pull the scalpels out of C again, now slice at his throat.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Amadan
"Liea," I gasp, "guide my arrow. Strike this unholy heathen down where he stands." Fire arrow to J, 1 stamina.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Amadan
(Wow)
Esstra
(Win)
Amadan
(Prayers to Liea really work.)
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan's arrow blazes a bright white as it flies off the bow. It's a short but graceful arc straight into J's skull, where it burns brightly as he drops to the ground, letting the whip go slack.
Alexander
Alexander defty steps around Robe Dude A (to C8) and swings for Whip Guy J, shouting "No! Now it's your turn for SMITING!" as he burns a stamina to attack in way that hit's J and cuts his whip to pieces.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Kurex
I hit A with Burning Hands again.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones retrieves his scalpels again, and that alone is enough to drop C to the ground, gurgling feebly.
Alexander jumps around and slices up the whip, stabbing J again, ensuring that he is well and truly dead.
Kurex manages to finish burning A, who collapses from the pain.
B takes a look at his fallen comrades, and shouts at you.
Cultist
"The cult of Yunelias will live forever!"
DM (Ephesos)
Then he puts his own dagger to his throat, and slits it.
Alexander
"Eww."
DM (Ephesos)
He falls to the ground and dies.
Kurex
(Kill-stealing bastard.)
Amadan
I look up toward the heavens/ceiling. "Thank you."
Alexander
"Anyone heard of Yunelias?"
Sawbones
"I've only got anything on Phol-Phoram."
Esstra
I finish off A and examine him for clues/loot.
Kurex
I search J for the same.
Amadan
I examine J.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 8 (Perception)
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 12 (Perception)
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 14 (Perception)
Alexander
"I mean, he obviously sounds like an evil zombie-maker, I just wondered if anyone knew more specifics..."
Sawbones
I search C.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 11 (Perception)
DM (Ephesos)
Aside from the bloody daggers and robes, the cultists carry no possessions. Sadly, J's whip has been ruined by Alexander's zeal.
Alexander
"I have the whip from that first crazy dude we met outside, if someone wanted a whip," Alexander chimes in.
Sawbones
I dismember the bodies.
Esstra
"Okay, healing time. Raise your hand if you need some."
Amadan
Amadan raises his hand.
Kurex
"I do."
Alexander
* raises hand *
Sawbones
"For all we know, they make the ghouls from these guys."
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones dutifully slices up the cultists. You now have a pile of loose parts.
Sawbones
First Aid on Amadan.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Esstra
I heal Kurex.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan and Kurex are both healed back to full.
Esstra
Alexander next.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander is healed for 4, as Esstra spends a stamina point.
Esstra
And myself.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
DM (Ephesos)
Esstra heals herself back to full, spending another stamina point.
You hear noises coming from behind the door to the south.
Sawbones
I throw a limb at the door.
Kurex
I run up, and throw it open dramatically.
Alexander
"Do you need smiting?" Alexander calls through the just opened door.
Esstra
"Yes, that is clearly the way to go."
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex flings open the door dramatically, revealing a huge snarling hulk of a human being. He carries a rather large hammer, and he bellows something incoherent at you.
(round 1)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_
15[W: : : :5: : :W:W:W]
16[W:W:T:4:2:1:W:W: :*]
17[ :W:T: :3:+:W: : :T]
18[ :W:W: :W:W: : : :*]
19[ : :W:W:W: : :K: : ]
20[ : : :W:W: : :T:T: ]
21[ : : : :W:W:W:*: : ]
22[ : : : : : :W:W:W:W]
DM (Ephesos)
K = cultist with hammer
Esstra
Move to I19 and try to hit the cultist from behind.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Kurex
"Niice cultist with hammer"
I fire an Ice Spray
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Alexander
Alexander unleashes his power of contagion.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Amadan
"Wow. I didn't know my species got that big." I fire an arrow at the thing.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander's spell fails to affect the cultist.
However, Esstra manages to slip around by using the spell as a distraction.
DM (Ephesos)
Unfortunately, the cultist is too tall to aim for the head, so she has to settle for clubbing his lower back.
Sawbones
Move to I18, attack with bonesaw.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan's arrow goes wide, but Kurex's ice spray stays true, coating the huge cultist with a dusting of ice.
Sawbones charges in and slashes the man with his saw. However, he doesn't get much carving done because the man seems to be nothing but pure muscle.
The cultist roars, and you think you feel the floor shake.
He charges into the doorway and swings his hammer at Amadan, dealing 4 damage and knocking him back into the wall.
He lands in a heap on top of a table.
Bracing himself in the doorway, he bellows again.
DM (Ephesos)
(round 2)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_
15[W: : : : : : :W:W:W]
16[W:W:T:4: :1:W:W: :*]
17[ :W:3: : :K:W: : :T]
18[ :W:W: :W:W: : :5:*]
19[ : :W:W:W: : : :2: ]
20[ : : :W:W: : :T:T: ]
21[ : : : :W:W:W:*: : ]
22[ : : : : : :W:W:W:W]
Kurex
I fire a Magic Missile
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
DM (Ephesos)
The missile strikes the doorway, to little effect.
Sawbones
Run to G18.
Jump up, try and slam the scalpels into his back.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Alexander
Alexander fearlessly attacks with his mightiest swing. "So, you DO need a good smiting!"
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Amadan
"Alright..." I groan and get back up. "Let's see how effective you are without a weapon." I cast Loft on the cultist's weapon.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Amadan
(AUGH!)
(Well, that's one arrow not wasted)
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones tries to plunge the scalpel into a major pressure point, but all he can do is slash the place where he thinks it is. All of his normal reference points are thrown off by the sheer amount of muscle.
Alexander draws his sword across the cultist's chest, removing a good portion of his robe. There appears to be a small scratch underneath.
The cultist's hammer glows blue briefly, but nothing seems to happen.
Sawbones
(Congratulations, it's now easier for him to swing.)
Amadan
(First off, doubt it worked. Second off, while it would likely make it easier to swing, it'd also reduce the hammer's mass. Lower mass, less momentum. Less momentum, less damage.)
Kurex
(Rogue refernce. "Your weapon glows blue" means you got a +1 bonus.)
Sawbones
(It's easier to hit you with. Eph, I say that massive-man gets an attack bonus for that spell.)
Esstra
Move and attack.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
DM (Ephesos)
Esstra shoves Sawbones out of the way and swings, connecting with the cultist's lower back.
The cultist takes one good look at Alexander, and connects, dealing 5 damage and knocking him back. If anything, the hammer appears heavier now.
(round 3)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_
15[W: : : : :1: :W:W:W]
16[W:W:T:4: : :W:W: :*]
17[ :W:3: : :K:W: : :T]
18[ :W:W: :W:W:2:5: :*]
19[ : :W:W:W: : : : : ]
20[ : : :W:W: : :T:T: ]
21[ : : : :W:W:W:*: : ]
22[ : : : : : :W:W:W:W]
Sawbones
Throw the scapels at his calves, both of them.
Spend 2 Stamina.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Sawbones
(Hehehe.)
Amadan
Aim an arrow for the cultist's head.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Amadan
(YES!)
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones stabs the cultist in the calves, and twists. The hulking man bellows in pain, and whirls around.
Unfortunately for him, he turns around just as Amadan's arrow embeds itself in his skull. He drops to the ground, landing on Sawbones. Sawbones takes 3 damage and is pinned.
Kurex
(Wow, Amadan's on tonight.)
Amadan
(Actually, it tends to jump from both extremes.)
Sawbones
(I've been on a roll lately.)
Amadan
"Sorry!"
Esstra
I try to pull Sawbones free.
Kurex
I attempt to roll the cultist off of SB.
Amadan
I cast Loft on the cultist to aid in getting Sawbones free.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
DM (Ephesos)
With a little bit of magical help, you manage to free Sawbones.
Kurex
I search the body
Sawbones
"Oof."
Amadan
"Sorry 'bout that." I mutter to Sawbones, embarrassed.
Sawbones
"Hey, he's dead. Better than a hammer to the face. Speaking of which. . ."
FA on Amadan.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Alexander
"Healing, please?"
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan is healed for 5 health, and Sawbones is down to 1 charge of the first aid kit.
The cultist wasn't carrying anything other than his hammer when he died.
Kurex
I examine the hammer.
Sawbones
I believe that I still have some moss or mold or something that could be used in healing.
Right?
Esstra
I cast healing on Alexander.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander is healed for 5, as Esstra spends a stamina point.
Sawbones
Can I restore charges with that?
DM (Ephesos)
Yes, you do. I'll say it can restore 1 charge.
Sawbones
Well, I'll save it for later, then.
I dismember the cultist.
Or, eh, maybe just the head.
He's a big boy.
Esstra
"We'd better find and rescue the slaves soon. I'm getting kind of tired."
Kurex
(How many stories is this tower?)
DM (Ephesos)
You could see another floor above this one when you were in the stairwell, but that's all you saw.
Alexander
"Well, I'd imagine they'd put the slaves in the dungeon, and dungeons aren't usually on the top floor. Perhaps we should explore the trap door we found.
Sawbones
"Yeah, I'm almost dry as far as fixing your mistakes goes."
Kurex
"Yes, but loot is stored on the top floor."
Esstra
"It was locked."
Amadan
"And how will we get through the lock? I'm willing to bet the cultist leader has the key."
Sawbones
"He may well be up there."
Kurex
"Which would you rather have? Free slaves, or phat lewt?"
Sawbones
"Free slaves."
Kurex
"Liar"
Sawbones
"Or I'll get my phat lewt beaten out of me."
DM (Ephesos)
You can still hear chanting coming from somewhere in the building.
Amadan
"I'd rather not choose, personally."
Sawbones
"Yes, I think we should look into that trapdoor, if we're done on this floor."
Kurex
"Are we done exploring this floor? Let's head up"
Amadan
"I think we need to head up."
Sawbones
"Fine, but don't blame me when they ritually murder all of the prisoners."
DM (Ephesos)
There is another door at the east end of this room, which looks like a mess hall of sorts.
The big guy with the hammer was the only one in the room, it seems.
Sawbones
"But first. . ."
I go and kick in that door. Unless it opens in. Then I open it in.
Kurex
"Uh oh..." I prepare a Stun spell
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones kicks open the door, and finds another ramshackle dormitory.
Amadan
I calmly nock an arrow.
Alexander
I prepare my sword.
DM (Ephesos)
There are several cultists grouped by the back of the room, and they look rather hesitant to attack. When they see that you are armed, they flee out the door.
Amadan
"Meh." I turn and start up the staircase.
Kurex
I follow
Esstra
"What was the point of that?"
DM (Ephesos)
By the time you get back to the staircase, the other cultists have cleared out of the building. You hear their screams leaving the building through the entryway below.
Sawbones
I yell out any available window. "Johanna? Is that you? Your father would be so disappointed had you let him live!"
"I am not paying you back!"
DM (Ephesos)
You climb the steps, coming out to what is currently the roof of the tower. It looks like it used to be taller, but time and the elements removed a floor or two. Everything up here is covered in a few inches of snow.
The chanting is much louder up here, making you wonder how many people will be waiting for you.
To the northeast, you see that a rather large chunk of the floor is missing.
Kurex
I carefully look at the hole in the floor
"This way?"
DM (Ephesos)
The hole in the floor predictably looks out onto the floor you just came from.
The chanting sounds like it's coming from the south end of the floor.
Kurex
"Well, let's head towards the scary evil boss monster. Nothing better to do here."
Amadan
"The... wha?"
Sawbones
"I find a mage more likely. Though no less monstrous."
Amadan
"What's a boss monster?"
Sawbones
"He's been reading too many bad adventure novels."
Kurex
I wave my romance novel around "It has liches in it!"
Sawbones
I have that novel, I believe.
DM (Ephesos)
You look around, and at first don't see anyone. It takes a moment of peering around piles of debris to finally spot someone.
It's a human, a young-looking man. And he's standing over what can only be described as an evil altar, an ichor-stained chunk of black rock. He has a knife in his hand, and he's drawing it along his own arm.
And he's chanting. Somehow, it sounds as if he is chanting with many voices. Then, he suddenly stops, and notices you. He sets the dagger down on the altar, and picks up a length of spiked chain.
He starts twirling it, and simply watches you.
Sawbones
"Hello."
Esstra
"Ick."
Kurex
"This isn't good. At all"
Alexander
"You're not undead, are you?"
Sawbones
"I thought that you blacksmiths were more sensible than this, Escafol."
Kurex
I attempt to prepare a spell that looks impressive.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 13 (Intimidate)
Sawbones
"Salt of the earth, the reliability of the metal you work. . ."
DM (Ephesos)
Escafol chuckles.
Escafol
"I am as alive as the rest of you. For now. And goblin, I thought you foolish, but this is too much even for you."
Amadan
I point my bow at him. "Huh. Honestly, I was expecting something dangerous."
Sawbones
"I must say, after those goons you sent to beat the crap out of me, I won't regret doing this to you."
Alexander
I raise my bow as well, and nock an arrow.
DM (Ephesos)
Sparks fly from Kurex's hands. Escafol appears unimpressed.
Sawbones
I advance on him slowly and menacingly.
Escafol
"Very well. I see you intend to pay your debts with your own life. It will be a glorious tribute to Yunelias."
Sawbones
"My death would go to Phol-Phoram, you monster."
Kurex
"Duel of honor? Past grudges? Events that need to be laid to rest in your past?"
"Screw it!" I shoot offf a Stun spell
DM (Ephesos)
(round 1)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_
01[ :W: : : : : : :W:W:W:W:W:W:W:W: : ]
02[ :W: : : : : : :W: : : : : : :W: : ]
03[ :W: : : : : : :W: : : : : : :W: : ]
04[ :W: : : : : : : :(stairwell):W: : ]
05[ :W: : :4:5: : : : : : : : : :W: : ]
06[ :W: :^:1:2:3: :W: : : : : : :^: : ]
07[ :W:^: : : : : :W: : : : : : : :^: ]
08[ :W:^: : : : : :W:W:W:W:W:^:^:^: : ]
09[ :W:W: :^:^: : : : : : : : : :^: :^]
10[ : :W:^: : : : : : :%: : : : : : : ]
11[ : :W:W: : :^:%: : : : : : : : : : ]
12[ : : :W:W: : : : : : :%: : : : : : ]
13[ : : : :W:W: : : :@:@: : : : :^: : ]
14[ : : : : :W:W:W: :A: : :^: : : :W:W]
15[ : : : : : : :W:W:W:^:^:^: :^:W:W: ]
DM (Ephesos)
W = wall
^ = debris
@ = altar
% = corpse
A = Escafol
DM (Ephesos)
Call your numbers, please.
Sawbones
2
Kurex
1
Amadan
4
Alexander
3
Esstra
Looks like I'm 5.
Kurex
Stun.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Sawbones
Move to H11, standing on the corpse, throw a scalpel.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Alexander
I move to F8 for better aim and fire contagion.
DM (Ephesos)
The stun spell goes wide, as does the scalpel.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Alexander
(No!)
Esstra
Move to J10
DM (Ephesos)
Escafol turns aside Alexander's spell with one hand.
Amadan
I move to E8 and hit Escafol with a CryoArrow. 2 Stamina.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Amadan
(Bad dice! BAD!)
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan's arrow explodes over the altar, and Escafol is unimpressed.
Escafol seems to say several words at once, and a bolt of dark energy flies from his hands at Sawbones. He is struck for 5 damage.
Then he steps forward and lashes out with the chain at Esstra, who just barely ducks.
(round 2)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_
01[ :W: : : : : : :W:W:W:W:W:W:W:W: : ]
02[ :W: : : : : : :W: : : : : : :W: : ]
03[ :W: : : : : : :W: : : : : : :W: : ]
04[ :W: : : : : : : :(stairwell):W: : ]
05[ :W: : : : : : : : : : : : : :W: : ]
06[ :W: :^:1:2: : :W: : : : : : :^: : ]
07[ :W:^: : : : : :W: : : : : : : :^: ]
08[ :W:^: :4:3: : :W:W:W:W:W:^:^:^: : ]
09[ :W:W: :^:^: : : : : : : : : :^: :^]
10[ : :W:^: : : : : :5:%: : : : : : : ]
11[ : :W:W: : :^:2: : : : : : : : : : ]
12[ : : :W:W: : : : :A: :%: : : : : : ]
13[ : : : :W:W: : : :@:@: : : : :^: : ]
14[ : : : : :W:W:W: : : : :^: : : :W:W]
15[ : : : : : : :W:W:W:^:^:^: :^:W:W: ]
Kurex
I move to H8 for cover, and lash out with a Ice Spray (2 stamina)
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Alexander
I fire off another Contagion.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Alexander
(Why?!)
Esstra
Move to J11 and attack.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Amadan
Move to E11 and fire a regular arrow at Escafol.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Sawbones
Scalpel in one hand, bonesaw in the other. Move to I12, hack ath the back of his arm, 1 Stamina.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Sawbones
(Also, cool, that chain's got range to it.)
Esstra
(So does the whip Alexander has.)
Alexander
(I've got a whip?)
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex's shower of ice strikes Escafol, though he looks unharmed at a glance. You can see a thin dusting of ice on his robes.
Alexander's spell goes wide, and Escafol laughs.
Amadan's arrow nearly strikes Escafol, but he twitches the chain in his hand and the arrow falls to the ground.
Sawbones lunges at Escafol, and manages to land a blow on the man's arm. He laughs it off.
Escafol
"You'll have to do better than that, you insolent worm!"
Sawbones
"I never should have fixed your arm! Look, you've just gone and carved it up again!"
DM (Ephesos)
Esstra tries to swing her hammer at him, but misses completely.
Escafol
"It's all for a greater good, you ingrate!"
DM (Ephesos)
Escafol utters a short spell, and several shades swoop out of the snow-filled sky to descend upon you. Then the shadows around him seem to thicken, and he disappears.
He reappears a short distance away.
Sawbones
"I've yet to see any good in this place!"
DM (Ephesos)
(round 3)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_
01[ :W: : : : : : :W:W:W:W:W:W:W:W: : ]
02[ :W: : : : : : :W: : : : : : :W: : ]
03[ :W: : : : : : :W: : : : : : :W: : ]
04[ :W: : : : : : : :(stairwell):W: : ]
05[ :W: : : : : : : : : : : : : :W: : ]
06[ :W: :^: : : : :W: : : : : : :^: : ]
07[ :W:^:S: : :S: :W: : : : : : : :^: ]
08[ :W:^: : :3: :1:W:W:W:W:W:^:^:^: : ]
09[ :W:W: :^:^: : : : : : : : : :^: :^]
10[ : :W:^: : : : : : :%: : : : : : : ]
11[ : :W:W:4:S:^:%:S:5: : : : : : : : ]
12[ : : :W:W: : : :2: : :%: :A: : : : ]
13[ : : : :W:W: : : :@:@: : : : :^: : ]
14[ : : : : :W:W:W: : : : :^: : : :W:W]
15[ : : : : : : :W:W:W:^:^:^: :^:W:W: ]
DM (Ephesos)
S = shade
Esstra
Smash the nearest shade.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Alexander
I run to the altar to try to snatch up the dagger.
Sawbones
I run at Escafol and tackle him at the waist. Burying any weapons in him that I can along the way.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Sawbones
(That won't work. :/)
Kurex
I sprint to M11 and smile. "Hello. I'm Kurex" I then fire a BH, using 3 Stamina
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Amadan
I yip at the sudden shade in my face, then draw my blade and slash at it.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
DM (Ephesos)
Esstra's hammer, while highly accurate, goes right through the shade, as does Amadan's blade.
Esstra
"I was afraid of that."
Kurex
(I have a Stamina potion left, after I used up one near Tazabinth's, right?)
DM (Ephesos)
(Correct)
Sawbones charges at Escafol, who just barely manages to sidestep the goblin's attack.
Kurex runs up to Escafol and shoves a column of flames into his face. He stumbles back, slightly off-balance.
Alexander snatches up the dagger from the altar. It's still covered in Escafol's blood.
One of the shades flits over to Escafol's side, and with a touch of his hand he seems to absorb it.
Another shade comes up behind Kurex and drags one of its ghostly claws through his body, dealing 3 damage.
A shade claws at Esstra, also dealing 3 damage.
The last shade claws at Amadan for 4 damage.
Then Escafol whirls the spiked chain around his head, and swings it at both Sawbones and Kurex. Both of them are hit for 4 damage, and are knocked back.
Escafol laughs.
Escafol
"You cannot stop me! You cannot stop Yunelias!"
DM (Ephesos)
(round 4)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_
01[ :W: : : : : : :W:W:W:W:W:W:W:W: : ]
02[ :W: : : : : : :W: : : : : : :W: : ]
03[ :W: : : : : : :W: : : : : : :W: : ]
04[ :W: : : : : : : :(stairwell):W: : ]
05[ :W: : : : : : : : : : : : : :W: : ]
06[ :W: :^: : : : :W: : : : : : :^: : ]
07[ :W:^: : : : : :W: : : : : : : :^: ]
08[ :W:^: : : : : :W:W:W:W:W:^:^:^: : ]
09[ :W:W: :^:^: : : : : : : : : :^: :^]
10[ : :W:^: : : : : :S:%:1: : : : : : ]
11[ : :W:W:4:S:^:%: :5: :S: : : : : : ]
12[ : : :W:W: : : : : : :%: :A: : : : ]
13[ : : : :W:W: : :3:@:@:2: : : :^: : ]
14[ : : : : :W:W:W: : : : :^: : : :W:W]
15[ : : : : : : :W:W:W:^:^:^: :^:W:W: ]
Kurex
(Can I drink a potion and attack in the same turn?)
DM (Ephesos)
(Yes)
Sawbones
Right, well, if anyone has anything for healing. . .
(Please?)
Kurex
I chug my Stamina potion first
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex regains 4 stamina.
Esstra
I cast a healing spell on Sawbones.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones is healed for 7 by Esstra.
Alexander
I run towards Escafol, jump over the corpse and attempt to stab him in the chest with the dagger.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Kurex
Then, I attempt to decapitate Scrofula, or whatever his name is.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Amadan
"Liea, I know I've already called on your assistance once today, but I think I'm going to need your help again." Move to F12 and fire a flaming arrow into Escafol. (1 Stamina)
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Esstra
Awesome!
Amadan
(I'm doing that more often.)
Sawbones
WIth a red haze in his eyes, Sawbones grits his teeth, digs in his feet and charges, roaring, at Escafol. (Move to N13, attack A) Spend 1 Stamina.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Kurex
(I'm considering actual, real-world Liea worship now.)
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander leaps over the corpse in front of Escafol, and stabs his leg with the blood-soaked dagger. Escafol simply laughs, while he dodges Kurex's sword.
This, however, gives Sawbones enough time to charge forward and bury a scalpel in Escafol's chest. He laughs again, albeit slightly more wheezy-sounding than before.
Amadan, his prayer complete, draws back the bowstring again as his arrow catches fire, blazing bright white once more.
Then, the shade in front of him lunges at him, and startles Amadan into firing the arrow almost straight up into the air. Luckily, the shade misses him.
Alexander
(Ha!)
Kurex
(What?)
Sawbones
(EL-OH-EL)
(Did the shade roll a crit too? That's what I'd guess.)
Amadan
(...)
Kurex
(well this sucks)
DM (Ephesos)
Escafol beckons another shade to his side, and he absorbs it as before. He looks reinvigorated, which enables him to swing the spiked chain around again.
With one mighty stroke, he brings the chain crashing down on Sawbones, Kurex, and Alexander, dealing 5 damage to each of them.
Esstra
(Ahhh!)
DM (Ephesos)
The shade menacing Amadan claws at him, but thankfully misses.
Sawbones
(Damn. I don't suppose that FA is usable in combat?)
DM (Ephesos)
The other remaining shade flings itself at Esstra, dealing 4 damage with its insubstantial claws.
(round 5)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_
01[ :W: : : : : : :W:W:W:W:W:W:W:W: : ]
02[ :W: : : : : : :W: : : : : : :W: : ]
03[ :W: : : : : : :W: : : : : : :W: : ]
04[ :W: : : : : : : :(stairwell):W: : ]
05[ :W: : : : : : : : : : : : : :W: : ]
06[ :W: :^: : : : :W: : : : : : :^: : ]
07[ :W:^: : : : : :W: : : : : : : :^: ]
08[ :W:^: : : : : :W:W:W:W:W:^:^:^: : ]
09[ :W:W: :^:^: : : : : : : : : :^: :^]
10[ : :W:^: : : : : :S:%:1: : : : : : ]
11[ : :W:W:4:S:^:%: :5: : : : : : : : ]
12[ : : :W:W: : : : : :3:%: :A: : : : ]
13[ : : : :W:W: : : :@:@: : : : :^: : ]
14[ : : : : :W:W:W: : : :2:^: : : :W:W]
15[ : : : : : : :W:W:W:^:^:^: :^:W:W: ]
DM (Ephesos)
Escafol laughs again.
Escafol
"You will make fitting sacrifices!"
Alexander
I cast Hold Undead on the shade nearest Escafol.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Alexander
(No!)
Kurex
"Ufff. Healing!" I fling another Burning Hand at Escafol
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Sawbones
H'okay. . . Right. I dive to I13, behind the altar, and attempt to use First Aid.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander, bloodied and bruised from the chain, can't complete his spell.
Esstra
"You want to get out of range first so my spell isn't totally wasted?"
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex fires another sheet of flame at Escafol, but he dismisses it with a wave of his hand.
Amadan
Enraged, I throw myself around the shade, move to H8, and fire another flaming arrow (1 stamina).
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones dives around the altar, and starts patching himself up.
Alexander
(hehehe)
Kurex
(Well shit)
Amadan
(Crap)
Sawbones
(Aw, shit, Amadan. . . With the RICOCHET BOW! AAAAH!)
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan attempts to fire another flaming arrow, but he is again interrupted by the shade standing in front of him.
The arrow rebounds off of the altar, barely missing Sawbones's head.
Sawbones
"Gaaah!"
DM (Ephesos)
Then it rebounds off of the corpse next to Esstra.
Then it embeds itself in Amadan's chest, dealing 4 damage. Amadan falls to the ground, unconscious.
Sawbones
"Mages, take out those shades! We can't do anything!"
Kurex
(can I use any special powers of awesomeness now, since we're getting our asses kicked?)
DM (Ephesos)
(Amadan is at 0hp, and 2 stamina. Just so you know.)
(And no.)
Sawbones
(Eph don't fudge it like ET, dear.)
Kurex
(Wait, I have 6 healing potions in my bag)
Sawbones
(WTF.)
Kurex
(why did I not think of this before?)
Esstra
(*facepalm*)
Sawbones
(Pass those out! Now!)
(Let's move, Molly Pitcher!)
Kurex
(Not my turn yet...)
(And I have another special suprise in my bag of tricks...)
(Nvm. This is clearly Geneforge, where consumables need to never be used, only hoarded)
(just kidding)
Sawbones
(Then heal Amadan first)
DM (Ephesos)
(Esstra's the last one to move this turn.)
Esstra
"Gah!" I dodge around the shades and cast a healing spell on Amadan to stop the bleeding.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Esstra
(Whew)
DM (Ephesos)
The bleeding thankfully stops, and Amadan is stabilized before his wound can cause him to bleed out.
Sawbones
(How much was I healed for?)
DM (Ephesos)
(You're still healing yourself.)
Sawbones
(oh, okay. That's fair.)
DM (Ephesos)
Escafol bellows with laughter, twirling the chain above his head. His arm is still dripping blood from where he cut it.
Escafol
"This is the best that you have?"
"It is pitiful!"
"And Liea, hah! A pitiful wench!"
"I will slay you all, and your mangled corpses will be a fitting offering to Yunelias, so that he may-"
DM (Ephesos)
He stops.
Because above you, you hear a piercing whistling noise.
You see a glow through the clouds, and for a moment you just think the sun is peeking out to illuminate your demise.
Then the clouds part, and a bolt of fire streaks down through the snow.
It passes directly through Escafol's chest, and he falls to his knees.
He drops the chain.
Esstra
"Someone grab it, quick!"
Alexander
I bend down and grab the chain.
DM (Ephesos)
Despite his massive injuries, he manages to produce another dagger from his robe.
Escafol
"Yunelias will find form, and you will all perish."
DM (Ephesos)
With that, he slashes the dagger along his own arm, spilling his own blood out onto the stone. He screams, and then goes limp.
The shades vanish.
Sawbones
I peek around the altar.
Kurex
I look down at the corpse, and down a healing potion. "Checkmate."
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex recovers 4 health.
Anyone who looks over at Amadan sees his prone form illuminated briefly, and then he sits up, looking tired and confused.
(Amadan recovers 5 health and 5 stamina.)
Alexander
I start to coil the chain and hold it up. "Up for grabs!"
Sawbones
"Hah! Knew you'd come through for me, Polly."
Kurex
I examiine the body
DM (Ephesos)
The body is thoroughly charred and slashed now. The remains of Amadan's arrow smolder in the crater that used to be Escafol's chest.
Amadan
"What... what happened?"
Kurex
"Divine intervention."
Esstra
"Well, thank Liea. And the fact that our enemies like to commit suicide."
DM (Ephesos)
However, you find a heavy iron key in his robe that thankfully didn't melt.
Kurex
I grab it
Amadan
I stagger slightly and stare up at the heavens, awestruck.
Sawbones
I dismember the body when I'm done healing.
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones heals himself for 5.
This expends the last charge on the kit today.
Alexander
Seeing that no one wants the chain I take it for myself.
Sawbones
I'd take it, but it's not exactly a medical supply. . .
Kurex
"Yeah, I wouldn't count on divine intervention in the future"
"All religions have been made by men"
Esstra
I cast another healing spell on Amadan.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan is healed for another 6 by Esstra.
Sawbones
"Where've you been, Kurex?"
"Not on this world, that's for sure."
Kurex
"Not in this hellhole, you mean."
Kurex
"Can I grab a quick heling, too? I'm pretty wounded"
Esstra
"You have potions, don't you?"
Amadan
(Eph, I think I've got 9 arrows. However, I kinda lost track in all this excitement. Do you have a count?)
DM (Ephesos)
(You picked up a bunch more earlier, so let's call it 12.)
Alexander
(How many arrows do I have?)
DM (Ephesos)
(You have 9. You never fired any.)
Kurex
"I came here looking for power. And instead I find crazed suicidal cultists."
Sawbones
"Who are more powerful than you."
Kurex
"Silence!"
Sawbones
"What's that, mage?"
"You got a problem?"
Esstra
Alexander, what are you at for health?
Kurex
"He was an amateur. Necromancy gave him more power than he knew what to deal with."
"He went insane. You seemed to know him, surley he wasn't like this before?"
Sawbones
"That's WONDERFUL. He also nearly killed us all."
"So he found a faster way to power than you did. Doesn't make him any less powerful."
Esstra
I cast a healing spell on Alexander.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander is healed for 5, as Esstra spends a stamina point.
Kurex
"Oh, I doubt that. I just managed to keep my sanity, too."
Sawbones
"I doubt that."
"If you're sane, I'm Polly herself."
Kurex
"Necromancy offers a quick route to cheap, easy power. Other paths offer a slower path to more power. As a result, most insane maniac choose necromancy."
"I was not an insance manic, so I did not choose necromancy"
Alexander
"How polite of you, Kurex." I frown.
Sawbones
"Greater power? Have you forgotten a certain necromancer named. . . Chamulsep?"
"Greatest mage ever?"
"Necromancer?"
Kurex
"One abberation. I have not studied him in depth, or at all."
Esstra
"Everyone can walk, right? Can we move on?"
I quickly examine the bodies. Were they cultists or prisoners?
DM (Ephesos)
Two of the bodies appear to be prisoners. One is a cultist. They all have the same pattern of cuts on them.
Kurex
"Do you know how dangerous it would be for a powerful human mage to study Chamulsp? It would be a death warrant"
Esstra
I shake my head. "Let's go downstairs."
Sawbones
"Not if you, say, did it right. Which you obviously can't."
Kurex
"I would be murderd by my friends, and it would be consided an acceptable loss. I would be writen off as an insane maniac, a fool"
Alexander
"Yes, and that hasn't happened yet."
Amadan
I finally snap out of my reverie. "Absolute power corrupts absolutely. Chamulsep, this guy... just goes to prove it."
Sawbones
"Face it, you're just afraid of necromancy. Because it outshines you. Can't exactly take that, hmm?"
Kurex
"You are not human. I earned my power through stealth and subtlty, not bu stupid idiotic blunders!"
Amadan
"At any rate," I try to talk louder, "Arguing about it here won't do anything. Frankly, there are several nice beds downstairs, and I think we'd all enjoy a night indoors on a proper bed."
Sawbones
"Doesn't make it any more powerful, now does it? I'd rather be the powerful blunderer than the skilled weakling."
"And my goblinity has nothing to do with this!"
Kurex
"I knew a necromancer once. I knew several. All power hungry egomaniacs. All more concerned with the agglomeration of power than with those around them. They would see the world burn for another few spells."
Sawbones
"I get the feeling that you would too, Kurex."
Esstra
"Come on, Amadan." I head towards the stairs.
Kurex
I stand, rivited to the spot.
Amadan
I follow Esstra.
Alexander
I abandon the others and go downstairs.
Kurex
"You know nothing. Nothing of what I have done. Nothing of me. And I know nothing. Nothing of me."
Sawbones
"I doubt that I'd want to."
I go downstairs.
Kurex
"And I know less of what I have done!" I scream to the cold air
I stare moodily at the altar for a few minutes, then follow the party downstairs.
Amadan
"Esstra, have you ever seen anything like this before?"
Esstra
"A cult like this, you mean? I can't say I have."
Amadan
"Not the cult... What happened during the battle."
DM (Ephesos)
Soon, you find yourselves at the trapdoor at the bottom of the stairs. When Kurex rejoins you, you unlock it.
A half-crazed looking elf throws himself at you from below the trapdoor, screaming.
Prisoner
"Escape! Escape!"
Amadan
"I've always thought of Liea as a figure in the background. Oh sure, she- Ack!"
I stumble back.
DM (Ephesos)
Then he notices that you're not a cultist, and he seems shocked.
Kurex
"Hold! We come to free you!"
Alexander
"Please, calm yourselves. We're here to help you escape."
Sawbones
"Who says it was Liea? My faith goes to Polly, as does my thanks for being alive right now."
DM (Ephesos)
A group of wretched-looking individuals quickly emerges from the trapdoor. You see a few lacewings, several dragonborn, even a few goblins.
Alexander
"The cultists are dead."
Kurex
"Are there humans among you?"
DM (Ephesos)
You do not see any humans in the group.
Alexander
I search the crowd anxiously for a familiar face.
DM (Ephesos)
The elf who nearly tackled you appears at a loss for words.
Prisoner
"...they are dead?"
Alexander
"Dead."
Prisoner
"Then... we are free?"
Esstra
"A few ran, but I doubt they'll be back."
Alexander
"You're free to go."
I sigh. "He's not here," I say to myself.
DM (Ephesos)
One of the dragonborn in the crowd shouts for joy, and runs off to where the armory was. He returns with armloads of weapons.
Prisoner 2
"Huzzah! Come on now, we've got a swamp to cross!"
DM (Ephesos)
The others appear to still be shocked by the turn of events.
Amadan
"All I know is that twice, I prayed to Liea for aid. And twice, it seemed she came through. I almost died..."
Alexander
"Shall we aid them in crossing the swamp?"
Amadan
"Almost died..."
Sawbones
"Hey, so did we all."
Esstra
"I'm not sure I want to face a night in the swamp with all of us injured and exhausted. We could probably rest here, couldn't we?"
DM (Ephesos)
The elf nods sadly.
Prisoner
"We can spend one last night here. If we must."
Kurex
I shrug, and turn to the elf. "Here. Take this." I hand him the shortsword (not mine) and the small shield
"Congradulations. You are the leader."
DM (Ephesos)
The elf regards the sword and shield for a moment, before flinging them away.
Alexander
"Come morning I promise to aid all of you in escaping this wretched swamp!"
Sawbones
"It's hardly your place to decide. . ."
Prisoner
"We have seen too much. I for one can never raise a weapon against another as long as I live."
Sawbones
"Well, good for you. Just don't go outdoors too often. . ."
Kurex
I shrug. "War is the business of barbarians, I suppose"
DM (Ephesos)
The dragonborn who grabbed all the weapons looks saddened by this thought.
Sawbones
"Don't worry, you could. . . beat them into plowshares, or something."
Kurex
I examine the weapons. Any good ones?
Sawbones
(They're the same ones as before.)
DM (Ephesos)
One of the lacewings in the group, who bears numerous long and jagged scars along his wings, steps outside into the fresh snow.
Prisoner 3
"It is beautiful."
DM (Ephesos)
And as you look out across the freshly-fallen snow, for just a moment, it actually is beautiful.
End Session.
